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Crimestoppers steps up the fight against crime
UK charity Crimestoppers hopes to put more
criminals behind bars with support from Esri
UK. Through a strategic partnership, the two
organisations will explore how geographic
information system (GIS) technology can help the
charity deliver more accurate information about
criminal activities to the police.
Crimestoppers UK provides an anonymous and
convenient way for members of the public to pass on
information about criminal activity. Since its foundation in
1988, it has handled information that has led to the arrest
of more than 113,000 criminals and is constantly looking
to build on this success. As a strategic partner, Esri UK
will help Crimestoppers explore several different ways of
using GIS to fight crime more effectively.
Crimestoppers expects to receive over 90,000 calls
to its call centre from members of the public this year
alone, and GIS could play a major role in helping the
organisation to make best use of the information it
receives in these calls. For example, GIS could be used
in conjunction with call centre systems to plot the precise
locations of crimes and other incidents, whilst continuing
to ensure the anonymity of callers. This more accurate,
detailed information would help the police in its official
investigations and help to increase the number of pieces
of information passed onto the relevant authorities.

www.esriuk.com

Crimestoppers and Esri UK will also investigate how
GIS could be used by the public to provide information
online. For example, integrating web-based GIS services
into Crimestoppers’ existing web site would give citizens
the ability to go online and plot the locations of crimes
or suspect sightings on a map themselves. This and
other similar GIS applications could help Crimestoppers
improve the speed and effectiveness of its collaboration
with citizens and victims of crime.
Chief executive for Crimestoppers, Mick Laurie, said:
“We aim to put a stop to crime by giving the police more
accurate, timely information and are delighted to have
Esri UK’s support. Esri UK can add great value as a
corporate partner of Crimestoppers with its software and
consultancy skills, and we look forward to working with
the company to advance our capabilities. If GIS can help
us to provide more useful information to the police, and
make it easier for people to anonymously contact us with
what they know, we can be even more effective in helping
to fight crime.”

@esriuk
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A new route to business and organisational success
No longer just a vague concept, cloud-based GIS is now
delivering tangible advantages for our customers. Alongside
Esri’s server, desktop and mobile solutions, online services offer
customers an exciting new route to business success

Esri UK is committed to helping all of its
customers – across all industry sectors –
use GIS to deliver real business advantage.
For some organisations this might mean
gaining a competitive edge or increasing
profitability, for others it might mean
enhancing services or improving efficiency.
All our customers face unique challenges,
but GIS has the potential to help them
achieve their strategic, operational and
financial goals.

Richard Waite,
Managing Director, Esri UK
People often ask me why they should
deploy GIS and, whether I am talking to a
county council, a small private business,
a massive utility organisation or part of
the Ministry of Defence, the answer is
always the same: GIS can drive business
success.
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In this issue of ThinkGIS, you will find plenty
of examples of organisations who are
deriving tangible benefits from the use of
GIS. Some organisations, like Severn Trent
Water, are using GIS to respond effectively
to business change (page 4) while others
like URS are taking advantage of our
solutions to improve employee productivity
(page 6). Fingal County Council in Ireland
is using a new web-based GIS to help it
break down traditional barriers between
departments and deliver more joined-up
services for citizens (page 16).
Through our products, services and
expertise, we always aim to deliver added
value for our customers. On page 9

you can read about the online data
services that we provide free-of-charge
and, on page 15, find out about the
new integration pathways that we have
developed to enable our public sector
customers to integrate GIS with a leading
customer relationship management
solution.
At this year’s Esri UK annual conference,
some of the UK’s leading organisations
took to the podium to talk proudly about
how GIS is helping them achieve their
goals. If you were able to attend, I hope
that you were able to take advantage
of this wonderful opportunity to find out
more about the many ways in which GIS
can drive business and organisational
success.
With my best wishes,

A year ago, in the Spring 2011 issue of
ThinkGIS, I discussed the concept of
cloud-based GIS and outlined some
of the benefits that this emerging
new approach might offer. Now, just
one year later, the perspective is very
different; for many organisations,
running GIS in the cloud is already
business as usual.
Esri and Esri UK are fully committed to
delivering cloud-based GIS services and
solutions for customers. Esri’s public cloud,
ArcGIS Online, provides a mature platform
for sharing maps and geographic data. It
has seen phenomenal growth in the last
twelve months, both in terms of the number
of users and the volume of data available
through the platform. This versatile online
solution simplifies access to maps and data
by making it easy to publish and manage
geographic content on the web.
Later this year, Esri will release ArcGIS
Online subscriptions, a development that
represents a step change in the accessibility
of GIS solutions. Subscribers will be able
to unlock their geographic data and publish
GIS services in minutes, without the need
for complex on-premise solutions. What’s

more, these services will be able to scale
and flex to meet variable demand.
To support the adoption and use of cloudbased GIS in the UK, Esri UK has made the
open Ordnance Survey data available as
web services. Free of charge to customers
on a maintenance programme, these online
services deliver the high quality background
mapping that is essential for all GIS
environments.
ArcGIS Online is available alongside Esri’s
established ArcGIS server, desktop and
mobile solutions. Some customers are
taking advantage of the commonality of the
systems to extend their current investments
to the cloud very easily, while other
customers are using a cloud environment
to trial new approaches and systems at low
cost. One thing is certain: however it is
used, the cloud offers a host of advantages
for novice and veteran GIS users alike.
Cloud-based GIS has come of age and can
make a genuine difference to the success of
your business.

Charles Kennelly
chief technical officer, Esri UK
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Severn Trent Water gets set for business change
One of the UK’s largest utilities,
Severn Trent Water has signed
a five-year Enterprise License
Agreement (ELA) with Esri UK. This
landmark agreement will enable the
organisation to develop its use of GIS
and respond effectively to business
change.
Severn Trent Water serves over eight million
customers from the Bristol Channel to the
Humber, and from mid-Wales to the East
Midlands, and has worked with Esri UK for
over 13 years using GIS to support core
business processes. Mobile engineers
access GIS capabilities from handheld
tablets in the field to verify the exact
locations of the company’s assets, without
having to return to the office. And in the
customer contact centre, customer agents
use GIS to pinpoint the locations of issues
such as floods and leaks, more precisely.
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In recognition of the vital role of GIS within
the business, Severn Trent Water has
signed an ELA with Esri UK that gives
access to Esri desktop, server, mobile and

Internet solutions for the next five years. The
ELA gives the organisation access to all of
the software that it will need to develop its
use of GIS to help meet future business
changes.
These business challenges include the
frequent regulatory changes that the water
industry is subject to, such as the recent
adoption of private sewers and lateral drains.
This new legislation, together with other
business pressures, means that Severn
Trent Water needs to constantly adapt
the way that it operates to ensure that it
continues to deliver the high standards of
service its customers expect. GIS plays
a critical role in helping the organisation
develop and evolve, while responding more
quickly to incidents, help preserve water
supplies, deliver better customer service
and operate more cost effectively.

NATO gains faster access to more accurate intelligence
“GIS plays a vital role in
our business. Our ELA
with Esri UK gives us the
flexibility to expand and
develop our use of GIS
over the next five years.”
Dave Hyett
IS lead category specialist, Severn Trent Water

Whether NATO is organising sea
patrols to prevent maritime piracy,
coming to the aid of a member of the
alliance or supporting humanitarian
missions, it has to have rapid
access to accurate and timely
information that is easy to interpret.
The Intelligence Fusion Centre has
migrated to ArcGIS Server to help
it provide NATO commanders from
twenty eight countries with the insight
they need, exactly when they need it.
NATO’s Intelligence Fusion Centre (IFC)
develops sophisticated, up-to-theminute intelligence products, which are
used to support strategic and tactical
decision making in areas of conflict and
crisis. In recent years NATO has relied
on these intelligence products to support
its broad remit of responsibilities, from
undertaking peace-keeping activities in
Africa and Kosovo and supporting national
governments in Iraq and Afghanistan to
responding to terrorism and protecting the
people of Libya.

The IFC has used Esri GIS solutions
for many years, and around 80% of
its intelligence products include GIS
components. In recognition of the
importance of GIS to its business, the
organisation called upon the expertise of
Esri UK’s defence specialists during its
recent upgrade to ArcGIS Server. Esri
UK’s professional services team worked
closely with the IFC to analyse its existing
use of GIS, verify business requirements,
create new data management systems and
introduce standard operating procedures
through which analysts can find, analyse
and use data. This also resulted in the
development of a new external GIS web
service, to give NATO personnel the ability
to easily discover, view and download recent
and historical intelligence reports by simply
clicking on maps.
Together, these improvements are enabling
the IFC to deliver better quality intelligence
products for NATO commanders much
more quickly. Skilled analysts within the IFC
can now find geospatial data and imagery
far more easily, and have full confidence in
its accuracy. All analysts also use the same

symbols and formats for their intelligence
products, which has significantly improved
the consistency and appearance of reports.
Finally, when the IFC rolls out its new
external GIS web portal, NATO personnel
will be able to search spatially for reports
relating to their mission area and gain
almost instant access to critical situational
intelligence.

“The improved quality
and accessibility of
intelligence products
means that NATO can
be more effective in
its operations. Our
migration to ArcGIS
Server has far exceeded
any expectations that
we had before the
project commenced.”
Ric Diaz, chief of geospatial intelligence,
Intelligence Fusion Centre
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“Our GIS portal has received great feedback from our employees in the UK and
Ireland. We plan to expand it to include more data layers, as well as roll it out to
other offices across the region.”
Steve Buckland,
group GIS manager, URS

URS rolls our new online mapping portal

Hampshire County Council improves public sector efficiency

The international engineering firm
URS has used Esri GIS solutions to
develop a new online mapping portal.
Accessible to staff across the UK
and Ireland, this innovative solution
is used as a support tool to further
enhance decision making by business
operations and technical project
teams alike.

Like all local authorities in the UK,
Hampshire County Council needs to
enhance public services for citizens,
while reducing its costs. By entering
into the first ever Regional Enterprise
License Agreement with Esri UK,
this progressive Council expects to
achieve both of these fundamental
goals.

URS, a leading provider of engineering,
construction and technical services
for public agencies and private sector
companies around the world, has rolled
out the new Esri online mapping portal
across its offices in the UK and Ireland.
The company designs and operates
many of the most successful, high-profile
engineering projects in the UK. Today, many
URS employees in the region are using the
latest GIS technology for site investigations,
environmental reports and other tasks that
benefit their clients.
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The company’s technical experts have
successfully used GIS technology for nearly
two decades. Now, in addition to the

technical teams, employees from business
operations are experiencing significant
benefits due to the technology’s analytical,
drill-down capabilities. The mapping portal
enables employees to rapidly find all manner
of useful information, from local environment
data to crime rates at site locations. Staff are
able to access everything they need, in one
place, and make informed decisions based
on accurate, complete data.
Powered by ArcGIS Server, the GIS portal
used by URS is one of the first enterprise
solutions in the commercial sector to take
advantage of Esri UK’s Open Data services.
URS streams its background mapping direct
from Esri UK into the solution, so it does not
have to maintain, store or manage these
vital layers of data itself. By subscribing to
Esri UK’s Open Data services, URS not only
reduces the cost and complexity of inhouse data management, but also gains the
reassurance that all mapping data is always
completely up-to-date.

Hampshire County Council has been
working with Esri UK for over a decade and
already uses ArcGIS technology extensively,
to help deliver information and services for
citizens, councillors, officers and public
partners. For the last three years, it has had
an Enterprise License Agreement (ELA) with
Esri UK allowing the organisation to access
the required Esri technology for a fixed
annual fee. This year, Hampshire County
Council has not only renewed the ELA,
but has also extended it to cover all of the
district councils in the county of Hampshire.
This Regional ELA, the first of its type in
the UK, will enable ten district and borough
councils in Hampshire to benefit from

the same unlimited access to ArcGIS
technology that Hampshire County Council
already enjoys. The agreement will
significantly lower the cost of GIS for the
county’s smaller local authorities and pave
the way for them to deploy a wider range
of GIS-based applications that enhance
services for citizens. Hampshire County
Council anticipates that the Regional ELA
will also lead to better sharing of data
between the different councils, improved
data consistency and easier access to data
from across the county.

Esri UK will continue to work with Hampshire
County Council to further innovate its use
of ArcGIS and develop new applications in
response to current Government priorities
and agendas in areas such as health and
social services. The council aims to deploy
new, shared, county-wide GIS services
that will drive efficiencies right across the
public sector in Hampshire. These added
services, together with improvements
in infrastructure, administration and
development, are expected to deliver
tangible cost savings thereby satisfying the
‘Better for Less’ agenda.

“With this Regional ELA, we will be able to work
closely with other public sector organisations in
Hampshire to expand the benefits from shared use
of GIS, increasing efficiency and making GIS data
more valuable for service delivery and design.”
Jos Creese, chief information officer, Hampshire County Council
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CityEngineTM Example : Venice

Explore your world in 3D
Esri is launching a new version
of CityEngineTM that will feature
tighter integration with ArcGIS. The
enhanced software solution will easily
enable ArcGIS users to generate high
quality 3D models of urban areas from
their existing 2D geospatial data.
Esri CityEngine is the established and
well-renowned 3D modelling solution
used in the production of Pixar’s hit movie,
Cars 2. A desktop software application,
it was developed by the Swiss company
Procedural, acquired by Esri in July 2011.
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Esri has now enhanced the solution
and integrated it with ArcGIS to make
3D modelling more accessible to Esri
customers around the world. Professionals
in fields such as architecture, urban planning
and engineering can all use Esri CityEngine
to gain a fresh perspective on urban areas,
transportation infrastructures and buildings.
By helping them to visualise large, complex
and multi-faceted projects, the solution can
speed up and improve decision making,
driving more efficient project management.

Reduce the cost and complexity of data management
Esri CityEngine allows data to be exchanged
directly with ArcGIS, so customers can now
leverage their existing 2D GIS data, such as
building outlines and street centrelines, to
create and design 3D urban environments.
Topographic data sets such as OS
Mastermap can be used to automatically
build detailed and accurate city models.
The solution incorporates a range of intuitive
features such as a façade wizard, layout
toolsets and customisable reports that
enable users to create high quality designs,
quickly and easily. Once the 3D models
have been created, they can be brought into
ArcGIS for further analysis.

Key features of Esri
CityEngine include:
ArcGIS data support
Industry standard 3D formats
Rule-based modelling core
Parametric modelling interface
Dynamic city layout toolset

Customers obtain Esri CityEngine from
Escape Studios, the exclusive reseller
of the product in the UK and Ireland. A
specialist provider of 3D solutions in Europe,
Escape Studios is ideally placed to help
organisations fully exploit the power of 3D
modelling.

Online data services from Esri UK
have been designed to relieve GIS
teams from the time consuming
burden of data management. Easy to
use, organisations now have access
to the critical information they need,
without the cost and complexity of
data management and maintenance.

Façade wizard
Reporting and analysis
Python® scripting interface

The success or failure of any GIS application
can hinge on the currency of background
mapping and gazetteers. When these data
sets become out-of-date, organisations
can inadvertently waste time or make costly
errors of judgement. However, managing
these essential resources is undeniably
expensive and time consuming, due to
challenges involved in storing data sets on
internal systems, keeping them up-to-date
and then distributing out to dispersed users.
Online data services from Esri UK remove
these complexities by delivering the most
up-to-date version of popular data sets,
direct to customers, via the cloud.
All of the online data offered by Esri UK has
been optimised for the ArcGIS platform

and is supplied as a service that can be
instantly consumed by any Esri desktop,
server, mobile or web-based GIS solution.
Consequently, GIS teams can free up
significant amounts of time for more valueadded activities, as they no longer have to
format, update and manage core data sets.
In addition, organisations can reduce their IT
infrastructure costs because they no longer
have to allocate server space to store and
back-up these vast data sets.
As part of our commitment to delivering
exceptional customer value, Esri UK
provides many online data services to
maintenance-paying customers for no
additional charge. These free online data
services are based on Ordnance Survey’s
OpenData products and include a range
of base maps, individual datasets and
gazetteers. Esri UK also offers a range of
premium online data services for Ordnance
Survey’s premium data sets and these are
available on an annual subscription basis.
All of these services have been designed to
make GIS even easier to use for customers
with or without GIS experience.

Free online data
services
Customers can access the
following data sets free of charge:
Basemaps – Vector OS OpenData
products including OS Strategi
and OS VectorMap District
Individual Datasets OS 1:2500 000 Scale Colour
Raster, OS Boundary-Line® and
OS Mini Scale®, OS Land-form
PANORAMA®, OS Strategi® and
OS StreetView®.
Addressing - OS Code-Point Open
and OS Locator™
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“We aim to provide
access to services
across many channels
including the web, as part
of the access by choice
agenda. At the same
time, we can deliver more
cost effective services by
encouraging citizens to
find answers on the web
site rather than contact
our Customer Centre.”
Simon Lutman
GIS specialist, City of York Council

“BHLIS opens up a vast amount of data to people who could use it to help
support and inform their business planning, target their marketing activities
and potentially help grow their businesses. BHLIS is also being used by the
voluntary sector to help prepare bids for funding for a range of projects that will
benefit the citizens of Brighton and Hove.”
Simon Ewing
local information manager,
Brighton and Hove Council

Reviving the British economy
Esri UK’s Paul Dyer explains how
GIS is helping local authorities to
generate growth.
Since it first emerged, the word ‘localism’
has been interpreted in many different ways.
Increasingly though, localism is being used
to describe a new era of independence and
responsibility for local authorities. Councils
across the country are being given more
freedom and incentives to deliver regional
initiatives that will help achieve national
goals.
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The drive for economic recovery is an
example of precisely this. In recent
speeches senior Government ministers have
made it clear that they are looking to local
councils to stimulate growth opportunities
and create the right environment for
entrepreneurship, business expansion
and job generation. Councils are being
encouraged to invest in infrastructure, like
roads and business parks, to entice new
employers to the area and improve high
streets and city centre environments to
support small businesses and retailers.

Essentially, councils across the country are
taking firm steps in this direction and are
using GIS to support them achieve their
goals.
Better for less
The first challenge is an obvious one: before
councils can make the large investments
that are needed, they often have to free up
capital by making cost savings elsewhere.
In times of austerity, finding more ways to
reduce costs isn’t easy. Yet GIS provides
a straightforward way for many councils to
simultaneously make efficiency savings and
improve citizen services, indeed, ‘deliver
better for less’.
Esri UK’s LocalView Fusion is an out-ofthe-box GIS solution that enables councils
to make information more accessible
on their web sites. Citizens can use the
solution to see instantly, information about
local schools, bin collections, councillors,
libraries and other council services,
displayed on an interactive map of their
street and neighbourhood. This online
information portal is not only convenient for

citizens, but much more cost effective for
councils. According to figures published
by the Society of Information Technology
Management (Feb 2011), a council saves
£2,580 for every 1,000 telephone enquiries
that are transformed into web searches
and £7,080 for every 1,000 face-to-face
enquiries similarly transferred to the Internet.
City of York Council is one local authority
that is already making tangible cost
savings from its use of LocalView Fusion.
The council has used the solution to set
up nineteen map services for transport,
business and economy, education and
learning, environment and planning with
more on the way. These services receive
around 700 hits per day, which equates to
as many as 21,000 hits in a typical 30day month. Applying these figures to the
potential cost benefits above, it is clear that
there is a significant saving.
Transparency
GIS also helps inform regional development
decisions. Once councils have allocated
money for programmes, the next challenge

is to let the general public, business
community and investors know about the
new opportunities that specific development
initiatives will generate. Spreadsheets and
reports often fail to communicate effectively
to the people who need the information
most. GIS, on the other hand, displays
information clearly in the context of the local
area that it relates to, making it much easier
for people to understand, analyse and
ultimately use it; it makes data transparent.

Citizen engagement
Councils also need to get directly involved
in stimulating new business opportunities,
and often they can do this while pursuing
other objectives too. Nottingham City
Council, for example, is leading the country
in the use and development of sustainable
energy and, in the process of reducing the
city’s overall energy consumption, is also
supporting local businesses that operate in
the sustainable energy sector.

On the south coast of England, one
progressive council is taking this a step
further. Brighton and Hove Council has
recently used Esri GIS software and a
statistical front end from Geowise to create
the Brighton and Hove Local Information
Service (BHLIS). Free to use, this webbased GIS publicises information not
just on local development plans but on
everything from Ofsted reports to the
percentage of the population with obesity.
All of the information on BHLIS is broken
down by ward, enabling citizens to make
comparisons between regions and find the
best locations within the Brighton and Hove
area for new ventures.

The council has deployed GIS to help it
engage with citizens and generate support
for its green ideals. Using ArcGIS, an
interactive web-based tool has been
developed that informs citizens precisely
what energy savings they could achieve
through the installation of solar panels.
ArcGIS is also being used to analyse the
merits of other sustainable energy sources
such as decentralised systems, wind
and solar, and the information then used
to help decide how and where to invest
in new initiatives. Councillor Alan Clark,
Nottingham City Council’s portfolio holder
for energy and sustainability said: “GIS is an
important tool that is helping us to establish

Nottingham as the UK’s leading city for
energy sustainability. As well as saving
energy, we aim to grow the ‘green economy’
in Nottingham, creating jobs and training
opportunities and stimulating economic
success.”
For some time, local authorities have
been focused on efficiency. This is no
longer enough; now they have to both cut
costs and generate growth. GIS can help
councils to free up funds through cost
savings, understand where investments
should be prioritised, encourage new
private sector enterprise and keep citizens
engaged in the process. It is clear that GIS
is as relevant as ever to the issues of today
and has an important role to play in helping
revive the fortunes of the British economy.
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The Wounded attempt Everest
Following the success of its incredible
Arctic trek in 2011, Walking with the
Wounded have attempted an even
more ambitious challenge, to summit
Everest and put a team of wounded
servicemen on top of the world. The
team successfully made it to Base
Camp but, unusually warm weather
leading to particularly dangerous
conditions, resulted in the expedition
having to be abandoned.
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At 8,848 metres above sea level Mount
Everest is the highest mountain on Earth
and the ultimate conquest for climbers
and adventurers around the world. Five
wounded ex-servicemen endeavoured to
overcome the extreme challenges of climate,
altitude, terrain and disability to reach the
summit, but their attempt was thwarted
by treacherous conditions. This Spring
has been unseasonably dry and warm
on Everest, which has meant not enough
snow on the mountainside, leading to very
loose rock and hence rock fall. The core
temperature of the ice cliffs has been higher
than normal, leading to a far greater number
of avalanches.

Co-founder of Walking with the Wounded,
Edward Parker, commented “The decision
not to aim for the summit was not an easy
one, but it is the right decision to be made.
The team has worked so hard over the last
nine months to achieve this target, but they
do understand why we made the decision
and were involved in the process.”
Esri UK developed two online GIS services
to support the expedition, both of which can
be seen at www.walkingwithewounded.org.uk.
The first, an interactive 2D map viewer,
shows the routes taken by previous
expeditions including the first successful
ascent by Edmund Hillary and Tenzing
Norgay in May 1953. As the Walking with
the Wounded expedition progressed, the
map viewer displayed the actual location of
the team, hour by hour, as it attempted to
ascend the mountain.

More news in brief
route; users of Esri’s ArcGIS Explorer
software can still access, interrogate and
manipulate the 3D map via www.esriuk.com.
To find out more about the incredible
efforts of the charity, which funds both the
re-training and re-education of wounded
servicemen and women with the aim of
helping them find long-term employment
after they have left the Armed Forces, or to
make a donation, please go to
www.walkingwiththewounded.org.uk

The second GIS is a 3D player showing
every twist and turn of the route up to Base
Camp and then beyond, to the summit.
Also accessible on YouTube, the colourful
clip provides enlightening insight into the
Above: Ice climb training

Shaping the national geography
curriculum
Working with the Geographical Association
(GA), Esri UK has helped to stimulate a
nationwide debate about what children
should be taught in their geography lessons.
The Esri UK team created an interactive
presentation using ArcGIS Explorer Online
to display global geographical information,
including the countries of Great Britain
and the major rivers of the world; most
importantly it showed how spatial information
can be used to help young people broaden
and deepen their ‘core knowledge’ of
geography. It was subsequently made
available to teachers and other members
of the GA, as part of a public consultation
about the UK’s geography curriculum. Over
550 people viewed the presentation during
the consultation period, using it to help them
formulate their own opinions about the future
content of geography lessons.

Promoting careers in geography
Across the UK more and more young
people are becoming inspired by
geography, thanks to the work of
Geography Ambassadors. Esri UK
became a corporate partner of the Royal
Geographical Society’s (RGS’s) Geography
Ambassadors programme in 2010, and
22 of our employees have since been
selected and trained to take on this
important role. By delivering presentations
and demonstrations, Ambassadors aim to
communicate the relevance of geography
and GIS to modern day life and promote the
many varied career opportunities that can
be pursued with a geography education. In
the first year of Esri UK’s corporate support,
RGS succeeded in delivering almost 1,000
presentations to over 30,000 young people.
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Onsite training costs less and delivers more
Leading industrial manufacturer
Scania is one of the latest companies
to benefit from Esri UK’s on-site
training courses. By opting for
customised training on its own
premises, Scania reduced costs,
saved time and gained precisely the
GIS skills it needs to deliver a brand
new sales application to help drive
business growth.
Scania, a major supplier of trucks, buses,
coaches and engines for industrial and
marine applications in the UK, recently
invested in Esri’s ArcGIS software. It
needed to train two employees in how to
get the best out of its new GIS capability
so, rather than sending them on four or five
separate but relevant courses, Scania opted
for a bespoke two-day, on-site training
course that would cover all the different skill
sets and product application areas relevant
to its business.
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The on-site course delivered by Esri UK
offered many advantages for the company.
Firstly, the bespoke training was around

£2,000 less than the cost of sending
the two employees on five separate
courses. Scania also saved money by
avoiding the travel and accommodation
expenses that would otherwise have been
incurred. Secondly, the employees saved
a considerable amount of time as they did
not need to be away from their desks for
more than two days. Most importantly, the
employees received highly relevant, tailored
training in precisely the skills they need to
create the new application required, using
their own data.
As a result of the bespoke on-site training,
Scania’s employees now have the skills
required across ArcGIS Desktop, product
extensions and ArcGIS Server to develop
a fully customised GIS web service that
will help improve the effectiveness of the
company’s sales team. Once deployed,
this online GIS will visualise the locations of
depots, dealer terrains, sales areas and key
customers and enable users to drill down
to view quotes, sales by area, revenues
by customer and past and planned sales
initiatives. The organisation anticipates that
by using GIS to better interpret and analyse

Esri UK and Kana cooperate to streamline council workflows
existing data within the business, it will be
able to better align its sales activities with
current and potential customers, to drive
greater sales success and business growth.

“The trainer brought
everything that was
necessary for the course
including laptops preloaded with ArcGIS
technology and company
data, all ready to go. The
high quality training we
received will enable us to
deliver a new application
for the business that will
drive our future sales
success.”
Simon Brown
development manager, Scania

Local authorities can now make
added cost efficiencies by integrating
Kana’s Lagan Government CRM
solution with Esri UK’s LocalView
Fusion, the leading web-based GIS
platform for local government. Esri
UK and Kana have worked together to
develop a series of model integration
pathways that will enable councils to
streamline core business processes
across these two solutions.
LocalView Fusion is an on-premise or cloudbased GIS that enables local authorities
to easily publish and share a wide variety
of information for use by employees,
partners and citizens. Many organisations
using LocalView Fusion also deploy the
Lagan Government Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) solution, a leading
public sector contact centre system from
Kana. In light of this shared customer base,
Esri UK has developed a series of model
integration approaches that show councils
how to improve their operational efficiency
by integrating these two complementary
solutions.

By adopting the model integration
pathways developed by Esri UK, councils
can streamline many core business
processes. For example, citizens can
go to their council’s web site and, using
LocalView Fusion, mark the precise location
of problems such as potholes, fly-tipping
or graffiti on a map of their local area.
LocalView Fusion automatically generates
a service request which is passed directly
into Lagan Government CRM and on to the
relevant department for fulfilment. There is
no need for any manual intervention in the
process or re-keying of data, which saves
time, reduces costs and enables councils
to deliver a faster, more effective service
for citizens. The service is also available
on a 24x7 basis, enabling citizens to report
information when they want to, rather than
being limited to normal council office hours.
Endorsed by Kana, Esri UK’s model
integration pathways are highly flexible,
which means that they can be adapted to
suit the different needs of local authorities
across the UK. For advice on the integration
of LocalView Fusion and Lagan Government
CRM, as well as any technical support

required in implementing the recommended
approach, contact Esri UK’s professional
services team.

Above: LocalView Fusion in action
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Fingal County Council has developed
a GIS-based data sharing tool
that is accessible to all of its
1,542 employees. This innovative
solution is breaking down the
traditional barriers between council
departments and contributing
to significant improvements in
operational efficiency and customer
services.
Fingal County Council is situated to
the north of Dublin and, like most local
authorities in the Republic of Ireland and
beyond, it has always had a fairly traditional
structure, with separate departments
for each of its service areas. These
departments used to have no means
of sharing data easily and, more often
than not, worked in complete isolation
from each other. However following the
development of a new web-based GIS, all
this has changed.
The council has introduced JustMaps!, an
application that can be accessed by all
employees via the organisation’s existing
Intranet, by using Esri’s ArcGIS for Flex
application programming interface, (API)
to create a web mapping application that
draws together data from across all its
departments and service areas. Quick
and easy to use, a welcome dashboard
greets users and presents a menu of
service areas, ranging from housing to
environmental services. When users click
on the area that they are interested in, they
can undertake searches for information by
text box or by location, perform a range of
other map-based tasks and view their data
on a selection of different scale maps of
the county.
Most significantly, the application allows
users to pull together data from multiple
service areas to display information from
the transport department layered on top
of data from the planning department, for
example. Currently, there are 87 layers of
data to choose from across all domains.
Previously, it would have taken days or
longer to consolidate and share data
across multiple departments, but now it
can be accessed instantly.
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JustMaps! is expected to usher in and help
the council to deliver a higher standard
of service to citizens, reduce costs and
operate more efficiently. If employees
in the water department, for example,
share data with employees in the traffic
department, then road works and water
pipe maintenance in the same street can
be planned at the same time. Fewer holes
need to be dug not just saving time and
money but, crucially, minimising disruption to
commuters and local residents.

that the GIS team hadn’t even considered.
As more and more innovative uses for the
application emerge, JustMaps! will facilitate
even greater collaboration between teams
and enable the council to deliver a better
service for citizens, more cost effectively.

Similarly, the availability of shared data will
help to improve decision making within the
council. If the environment department
wants to locate a new landfill site, it can
quickly and easily consider a wider range of
factors including planning applications in the
area, information on housing and roads, the
local development plan, historical imagery
of the area and more. By evaluating all of
the data at the council’s disposal, not just
the data in its own department, accurate
proposals can quickly be developed that
are more likely to attain local and national
approval.
Before the introduction of JustMaps!, if a
department had to perform a GIS query
in order to respond to an enquiry from a
citizen, a request would have been sent
to the GIS department. It could take
the GIS department several hours to
perform this query, so days might have
elapsed before the citizen obtained the
information requested. Now, employees in
all departments can perform GIS queries
themselves while the citizen is on the phone,
delivering a more prompt and responsive
service.
In time, JustMaps! is expected to result
in up to 80% fewer requests to the GIS
department for GIS queries, and this
significant efficiency gain is expected to
generate a corresponding reduction in
costs. The council is also reducing IT costs,
because it no longer has to pay for as many
desktop GIS software licenses.
As its name suggests, JustMaps! is very
simple to use, and feedback from users has
been extremely positive. Many employees
who previously had no experience of using
GIS now use JustMaps! on a daily basis to
support their job roles, while other users are
discovering ways to use the web service
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GIS breaks down departmental barriers to improve council performance

“All my aims from a
very early stage were to
bring people together as
much as possible. With
the introduction of our
new intranet-based GIS
service, we now have
the ability to get people
to consider everything
that the organisation is
doing in a geographical
area and deliver a
seamless, more costefficient service for
citizens.”
David O’Connor
county manager, Fingal County Council
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Trevor Seenson,
chief survey officer at Land and Property Services

Deidre Garvey
chief executive officer of The Wheel

Geographic information facilitates better decision making

Ireland acknowledges its ‘charity heroes’

Business leaders north and south
of the border in Ireland can now
make better-informed decisions
thanks to the improved availability of
geographic information. Esri Ireland
is currently supporting two groundbreaking initiatives that make vast
pools of data more accessible to all.

In the Republic of Ireland there are
over 19,000 community and voluntary
organisations that play a vital, but
often overlooked, role in building
inclusive and caring communities.
Esri Ireland has worked with the The
Wheel to shine a spotlight on the
incredible work undertaken by these
organisations and volunteers across
the country.

Opening up data access in Northern
Ireland
Land and Property Services (LPS) recently
awarded Esri Ireland the contract to deliver
the technical component of the Northern
Ireland Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI).
Called Spatial NI™, the new system
will enable access to a vast amount of
data currently locked away in different
organisations and government departments.
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“The central theme of the Better Together campaign is to connect people with
voluntary groups and organisations in their communities, and GIS is a powerful tool for
helping us achieve this goal. The interactive mapping service provided by Esri Ireland
helps people to locate groups near their homes and places of work, the vital first step
towards getting them involved.”

Based on Esri’s ArcGIS technology, Spatial
NI will enable stakeholders to find, use,
visualise and analyse geographic data. It
will provide a consolidated area where
geographic information can be stored,
as well as a catalogue where geographic
information stored by stakeholders can be

registered. Data management mechanisms
will be provided, to help ensure that the data
remains up-to-date and accurate.
It is anticipated that Spatial NI will facilitate
more effective decision making by giving
public and private sector organisations in
Northern Ireland easy access to the best
source of quality, up-to-date geographic
information. Importantly, the solution will
meet the objectives of the EU INSPIRE
Directive and become the de facto
infrastructure to support the publication,
discovery and use of geographic information
in Northern Ireland.
Aiding decision making in the public
and private sector
Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi) and Twelve
Horses digital agency have collaborated
to develop and launch a unique, new
web site. With the mapping components
powered by Esri’s ArcGIS technology, the
site provides easy access to up-to-date
demographic information, of vital importance
to businesses and organisations planning

new investment and growth initiatives.
Called decisionmap.ie, the site can
be accessed free of charge by private
companies, public bodies, academic
institutions, the media and citizens alike. It
allows users to easily view and analyse
demographic data from a range of different
sources and relate that data to a specific
place using a map viewer. The site has
an intuitive user interface and employs
sophisticated data visualisation techniques
to help users understand the data and use it
to support decision making.
By taking advantage of decisionmap.ie,
businesses that are looking for new premises,
for example, will be able to more easily take
into account local unemployment levels,
the number of graduates and other sociodemographic factors in their areas of interest.
They will also be able to identify potential
customers with precision and tailor their
marketing strategies accordingly. Likewise,
local authorities will be able to use the site
to help them plan new, more cost effective
services.

The Wheel is an independent representative
organisation that offers information services,
advice and training for people involved
in voluntary and charitable activity in
the Republic of Ireland. Every year, the
organisation runs a nationwide campaign
called ‘Better Together’ to draw public
attention to the good work undertaken by
voluntary and charitable groups. It aims to

show people the amazing work happening
in their own areas and encourage them to
get involved or provide financial support.
Esri Ireland supported the Better Together
2011 campaign as part of its Corporate
Social Responsibility Programme. It used
Esri ArcGIS technology to build an online,
interactive map viewer that could display
the locations of hundreds of charities, clubs
and associations across the country. By
navigating around the map, visitors to the
Better Together site could easily find their
nearest charities, watch videos about their
work, vote for their favourite charities and
‘charity heroes’, make donations and even
tweet about the good causes.
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“Spatial NI will provide a platform for the development of GI applications within
and beyond Northern Ireland. It will stimulate demand for geographic information
and underpin revenue generation opportunities for the public and private sector.”

With the use of GIS, Better Together 2011
was a terrific success, surpassing even the
highest expectations of The Wheel. During
the course of the three-week campaign
there were over 120,000 unique visitors to
the Better Together website, three times
more than in the previous year, accounting
for an unprecedented 4.9 million page hits.
Incredibly, the 2011 campaign attracted
231% more votes than in the same period in
2010 and raised a staggering €34,182.00 for
good causes.

Thank you to everyone who contributed material for this publication.
For more information on any article please email newsletter@esriuk.com
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Calendar of Events

13 - 15 June 2012
The British Cartographic Symposium
Basingstoke, UK

Events

15 May 2012
Esri UK Annual Conference

23 - 27 July 2012
Esri International User Conference 2012
San Diego, USA
18 - 20 September 2012
AGI 2012
Nottingham, UK
15 - 17 October 2012
Esri European User Conference 2012
Oslo, Norway
20 - 22 November 2012
PETEX 2012
London, UK
For more information about events, visit
www.esriuk.com/events

Record GIS crowd at Wembley
In the long-awaited year of the third London Olympics the national stadium,
Wembley Stadium, is not just welcoming elite athletes. GIS users from around
the country met at this iconic location to share their GIS experiences, and learn
from each others’ success at #esriukuc.
This year’s Esri UK Annual Conference 2012, in May, was attended by a record-breaking
542 delegates from all over the British Isles. The event showcased the very latest ArcGIS
technology including a first look at ArcGIS 10.1, and demonstrations of new desktop, online,
mobile and developer solutions. Cloud-based solutions featured strongly, and attendees
learnt how to use online data services from Esri UK to get the most value from GIS in their
organisations. Customers from Boots, Thames Tunnel Project, Foster and Partners and
Energy Saving Trust also took to the stage, to talk about how ArcGIS delivers critical business
and organisational advantage.
The afternoon saw three thought-provoking break-out sessions including IBM and Microsoft
discussing the evolution of GIS and Business Intelligence, and the latest in big data analytics
and ArcGIS 10.1 for developers introduced ArcGIS Runtime, how to build mobile apps
and working on the Web, in the stunning pitch-view rooms. Meanwhile, delegates in the
Great Hall enjoyed learning more about improved productivity with the ArcGIS system and
geoprocessing best practice.
Delegates signed up to ArcGIS Online and registered for free data, to create, publish and
share stunning new mapping ideas and the twittersphere was buzzing, after concluding
comments from Richard Waite, and the #geobeers started flowing. Copies of all the day’s
presentations can be found on the Esri UK website.

Summer webinar
programme
Esri UK will be running a varied programme
of webinars throughout the summer, giving
GIS professionals and users the opportunity
to hone their skills and deepen their GIS
knowledge. Future online events will include a
range of webinars specifically for customers
in industries such as insurance, oil and gas,
telecoms and renewable energy. Experts
from Esri UK will also present cross-sector
solutions on the complex challenges involved
in managing constantly changing customer
address details, across multiple operational
systems. Further webinars are planned
on topics including how to improve asset
management, reduce customer churn and
increase operational efficiency. For further
information and details of the 2012 programme,
please visit www.esriuk.com/events.
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